DATA SHEET

eSentire Multi-Tenant Sensor (MTS)
Zero-trust network detection and response.

The eSentire MTS is a partner-exclusive solution that delivers scalability and multi-tenancy
capabilities for Managed Detection and Response (MDR) at the network level.
Designed for data center hosting and managed service providers, the eSentire MTS enables zero-trust MDR at the network level. Purposebuilt for provider and customer functionality, the MTS reduces burdensome on-boarding and management complexities without
sacrificing customer protection. Leveraging scaled infrastructure, MTS improves operational efficiencies by enabling per customer traffic
segregation, billing, reporting and analytics. Hardware capital costs are distributed across all customer deployments to deliver greater
economies of scale and rapid return on investment.

IMPLEMENT REAL-TIME
NETWORK DETECTION
AND RESPONSE

ACCELERATE TIME TO
VALUE WITH SEAMLESS
DEPLOYMENT

ALLEVIATE COMPLEXITY
AND ACHIEVE
ECONOMIES OF SCALE

IMPROVE CUSTOMER
RETENTION AND
OVERALL EXPERIENCE

Protect your customer
networks 24x7 with
unparalleled network
visibility that identifies and
responds to threats that
traditional security products
fail to detect.

Eliminate time-consuming
onboarding steps to
accelerate deployment
and improve operational
efficiencies.

Reduce costs and
complexity with a
shared infrastructure,
multi-tenancy model
and per customer traffic
segregation, billing,
reporting and analytics.

Increase your customer
satisfaction and retention
with frictionless service
that delivers world-class
enterprise-grade
protection.

A SCALABLE APPROACH TO DELIVERING MANAGED DETECTION AND RESPONSE
The MTS resides in your data center, enabling virtual deployments on a per customer basis. This approach eliminates the need for
additional hardware for each customer's ecosystem. MTS ingests raw data inputs from the interior of your customers’ network
security perimeter to correlate and aggregate data at the edge of the network. This enables eSentire to detect, block and respond to
both known and unknown threats that traditional perimeter technologies miss. The MTS traffic aggregator can blend multiple sources
together to support your high availability requirements, as well as disparate feeds across your infrastructure.
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UPGRADE YOUR SECURITY PORTFOLIO
Traditionally, the effort required to upgrade your customers' cybersecurity capabilities required per customer deployments
through physical or virtual sensors. Data is sent to the security service provider for real-time analysis and confirmation of threat
presence with alerting, guidance and co-remediation. Deploying this model on a per customer basis introduces tremendous
complexity that sacrifices operational efficiency and scalability. Traditional deployments severely limit traffic segregation,
visibility, introduce complicated billing and reporting models and ultimately sacrifices the user experience.
Today’s data center hosting and managed service providers need rapid scalability as new customers are added or existing
customers expand into new services. A multi-tenant approach meets increasing demands, while maintaining customer
operations and ensures room for service expansion requirements. This approach must be seamless to enable a scalable
security portfolio and enable data centers and managed service providers to attain per customer traffic segregation,
analytics, billing and reporting.

Experience the eSentire Difference

Capabilities
Enterprise-grade functionality

Traditional Deployments

MTS

Limited

Avoid business resource interference
Security continuity (patches and hardware maintenance)
Operational control

Limited

Rapid virtual deployments for scalability

Limited

Centralized data and portal
Consolidated data center footprint
Data partitioning

Limited

MTS FEATURES FOR THE PARTNER

Rapid Deployment

Data Partitioning

Minimize time-consuming, burdensome steps from the
on-boarding process and improve operational
efficiencies.

Integrated functionality enables segregation of traffic
with per customer analytics, reporting and billing.

Avoid Business Resource Interference
Enterprise-Grade Functionality
Purpose-built to handle multiple customers under a
shared sensor model enabling scalability without
sacrificing user experience.

Out-of-band monitoring to maintain full detection and
response without interrupting business operations.

Security Continuity

Centralized Data and Portal

Eliminate data center change requests for software
updates and hardware maintenance requirements.

Work efficiently with centralized monitoring and alerting
across all customer environments.

Operational Control

Distributed Cost Model
Reduce overhead costs through significant hardware
reductions across customers, achieving improved
economies of scale.

Consolidated Footprint
Eliminate the need for individual hardware provisions,
resulting in lower data center costs and rackspace
requirements

Eliminate the majority of onboarding overhead through
simple toggle on and off virtual customer deployments
and maintenance.

OUTCOMES DELIVERED

• Accelerate time to value with rapid deployment
• Unify and scale your security portfolio
• Minimize time consuming, burdensome steps from the onboarding process
• Purpose-built technology for a shared infrastructure model
• I ntegrated traffic segregation for per customer analytics, reporting and billing
• Improve economies of scale through a distributed cost model
• Consolidate data center footprint, eliminating rack space requirements
• Avoid business resource interference
• Hands-off management for data center change requests and security updates

eSENTIRE PROTECTS OUR CUSTOMERS' BUSINESSES BY...

"Building a system that can accurately
filter traffic to allow human eyes the time
and data necessary to protect my network."

"Preventing malicious activity before it
enters the network. This has been particularly
helpful with people working remotely."

IT Director
Small Business Financial Services Company

Seth Waldman
System Administrator, EnCap Investments LP

OUR ACCOLADES

eSentire, Inc., founded in 2001, is the category creator and world’s largest Managed Detection and Response (MDR) company, safeguarding
businesses of all sizes with the industry-defining, cloud-native Atlas platform that removes blind spots and enables 24x7 threat hunters to contain
attacks and stop breaches within minutes. Its threat-driven, customer-focused culture makes the difference in eSentire’s ability to attract the best
talent across cybersecurity, artificial intelligence and cloud-native skill sets. Its highly skilled teams work together toward a common goal to deliver
the best customer experience and security efficacy in the industry. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

